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Analytic expression for the giant fieldlike spin torque in spin-filter magnetic tunnel junctions
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We propose analytic expressions for fieldlike, T⊥, and spin-transfer, T‖, spin torque components in the
spin-filter-based magnetic tunnel junction (SFMTJ), by using the single-band tight-binding model with
the nonequilibrium Keldysh formalism. In consideration of multireflection processes between noncollinear
magnetization of the spin-filter (SF) barrier and the ferromagnetic (FM) electrode, the central spin-selective
SF barrier plays an active role in the striking discovery T⊥ � T‖, which can be further identified by the unusual
barrier thickness dependence of giant T⊥. Our general expressions reveal the sinusoidal angular dependence of
both spin torque components, even in the presence of the SF barrier.
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Recently, there has been much attention on exploring
spin-dependent transport in magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs)
[1,2], especially new phenomena such as nonvolatile magnetic
random access memory (MRAM), in which a magnetic state
can be controlled either by an external magnetic field via the
tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) effect [3–5] or a sufficiently
large current to induce the spin torque effect [6–9]. In con-
ventional ferromagnetic/nonmagnetic insulator/ferromagnetic
(FM/I/FM) MTJs, the spin-polarized current arises from the
spin imbalance of the spin-up and spin-down densities of states
of conduction electrons at the Fermi energy in a FM electrode.
The spin-filter-based magnetic tunnel junction (SFMTJ), on
the other hand, has emerged as a promising alternative for
generating a highly spin-polarized current via the exchange
splitting between spin-up and spin-down conduction bands of
a spin-filter (SF) barrier.

A lot of effort has been devoted to studying the spin-filtering
effect of ferromagnetic insulators [10–15], which are unique
in that they are magnetically active due to the spins of
localized electrons but electrically inactive with frozen charge
degrees of freedom. The TMR effect has been experimen-
tally observed in nonmagnetic metal/SF/FM (NM/SF/I/FM)
[16,17], NM/SF/I/SF/NM [18,19], and FM/SF/FM MTJs
[20,21], where the resistance of the junction strongly depends
on the relative magnetization orientation between SF barrier
and FM electrode. However, only a few theoretical works
have been developed to investigate the spin torque effect for
SFMTJs in the noncollinear magnetic configuration [22–24].
Recently, Tang et al. [24] proposed a dual manipulation of
T⊥ either via external magnetic field or external bias, which
provides a promising avenue for achieving both reading and
writing processes of nonvolatile fieldlike spin torque MRAM
(FLST-MRAM).

In this work, the multireflection processes of central I/SF/I
tribarriers are taken into account in the analytic formulations
of fieldlike (T⊥) and spin-transfer (T‖) components of spin
torque in FM/I/SF/I/FM SFMTJs. We employ the single-
band tight-binding model with the nonequilibrium Keldysh
formalism to derive exact and general expressions of both spin
torque components, which suggests their sinusoidal angular
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dependence even in the presence of a SF barrier. The unusual
barrier thickness dependence of T⊥ is proposed to elucidate
the underlying mechanism of SF-assisted enhancement of T⊥
in terms of substantial spin-dependent multireflection at SF/I
interfaces.

The FM/I/SF/I/FM junction, shown schematically in Fig. 1,
consists of semi-infinite left and right FM electrodes sand-
wiching the central region of the three-layer I/SF/I barrier. To
prevent direct exchange coupling between MSF and ML (MR),
a nonmagnetic insulating (I) layer serves as spacer between SF
and FM electrode. NIL,SF,IR denotes the number of left-I, SF,
and right-I layers, respectively. The magnetization of the left
(fixed) FM electrode, ML, and the central FM barrier, MSF, are
pinned along the z direction, while that of the right (free) FM
electrode, MR, is rotated by an angle θ around the y axis with
respect to ML to form parallel (PC, θ = 0) and antiparallel
(APC, θ = π ) magnetic configurations.

The single-orbital simple cubic tight-binding Hamiltonian
[25–27] for the FM/I/SF/I/FM junction can be expressed
as H = HL + HR + HIL + HSF + HIR + Hcpl , where HL,
HR , HIL, HIR , and HSF are the Hamiltonian of isolated
left and right electrodes, left- and right-I barriers, and
central SF barriers, respectively, and Hcpl involves the cou-
plings between two neighboring regions. To simulate the
real Co/Al2O3/EuS/Al2O3/Co junction, we choose the spin-
polarized on-site energies of SF, I, and FM regions as ε

↑(↓)
SF =

5.78 eV ∓ �, εI = 5.98 eV, and ε↑(↓) = 1.0 eV (2.5 eV),
respectively, and the nearest-neighbor hopping matrix element
is t = −0.83 eV in all regions. The exchange splitting of FM
electrode is defined by δ = ε↓ − ε↑. These energy parameters
are based on the insulating barrier height ϕI = 1.0 eV, the
average SF barrier height ϕ0 = 0.8 eV, and the exchange field
� = 0.12 eV in Al/EuS/Al2O3/Co junction [17].

When SFMTJ is under an external bias, V , the chemical
potential of right FM electrode is shifted with respect to that
of left FM electrode by μR − μL = eV, and μL is fixed at the
Fermi energy, EF = 0.0 eV. Here we define that spin-polarized
current flows along the y direction, and hence the spin current
density accumulated at the right I/FM interface can be obtained
by the nonequilibrium Keldysh formalism [27,28],

Qiy = t

16π3

∫
Tr[(Ĝ<

α′b − Ĝ<
bα′ )σi]dEdk‖, (1)
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FIG. 1. Schematic of energy profile for FM/I/SF/I/FM junction,
consisting of two nonmagnetic insulating (I) layers between semi-
infinite FM electrode and SF layers, in noncollinear magnetic
configuration. NIL,SF,IR denotes the numbers of left-I, SF, and right-I
layers, respectively. The magnetization of the left (fixed) FM, ML,
and of the SF barrier, MSF, are pinned along the z direction, while
that of the right (free) FM, MR, is rotated by an angle θ around the
y axis with respect to ML. The spin-polarized current densities, Qiy ,
where i = x,y,z, flow from right to left for a positive bias. The net
fieldlike, T⊥, and spin-transfer, T‖, components of spin torque on
the right FM electrode are along M̂L × M̂R and M̂R × (M̂L × M̂R)
directions, respectively.

where i denotes the spin direction, σ = (σx,σy,σz) is the vector
of the 2 × 2 Pauli matrix, k‖ is the transverse component of
the wave vector, and the energy integral is over occupied
states. Following the theoretical work in a double-barrier
magnetic tunnel junction [29], we can calculate Qiy directly
by solving the tight-binding Hamiltonian. On the other hand,
we further propose analytic derivations of Qiy to better
understand the sinusoidal angular and the unusual barrier
thickness dependence of spin torque effect in SFMTJs as
follows.

The 2 × 2 Keldysh Green’s function matrix in spin space
between the last site of the right-I barrier (b site) and the first
site of the right FM electrode (α′ site) is defined by the Dyson
equation,

Ĝ<
α′b = ĝr

α′α′ tĜ
<
bb + ĝ<

α′α′ tĜ
a
bb,

Ĝ<
bα′ = Ĝr

bbt ĝ
<
α′α′ + Ĝ<

bbt ĝ
a
α′α′ ,

Ĝ<
bb = Ĝr

bat ĝ
<
ααtĜa

ab + Ĝr
bbt ĝ

<
α′α′ tĜ

a
bb, (2)

where ĝr,a,< and Ĝr,a,< are the retarded, advanced, and
Keldysh Green’s functions of each uncoupled region and the
coupled system, respectively, and the subscripts refer to the
sites in various regions of FM/I/SF/I/FM junction as shown
in Fig. 1. In the limit of the thick barrier [27], we can
obtain

Ĝa
ab ∼ t2gbd ĝcf gea (3)

and

Ĝr
bb = gbb + ĜSF1

bb + ĜSF2
bb + ĜI

bb + O(t8). (4)

Due to the noncollinear configuration between MR(θ ) and
MSF(L), here we only consider the first eight terms of Ĝr

bb

FIG. 2. Schematic of the first eight terms of Ĝr
bb in FM/I/SF/I/FM

junction to include the multireflection at SF/I interfaces (A2, A4, A6,
B4, B6-1, B6-2, and B6-3) and the direct transport through whole
junction (C6). These terms can be divided into three groups, i.e.,
SF1, SF2, and I .

expanded in the power of t as shown in Fig. 2, which can be
divided into three groups as

ĜSF1
bb = ĜA2

bb + ĜA4
bb + ĜA6

bb

∼| gdb |2
⎡
⎢⎣

t2ĝcc

+t4 | ĝcc |2 gdd

+t6 | ĝcc |3| gdd |2

⎤
⎥⎦, (5)

ĜSF2
bb = ĜB4

bb + ĜB6−1
bb + ĜB6−2

bb + ĜB6−3
bb

∼| gdb |2| ĝf c |2
⎡
⎢⎣

t4gee

+2t6geeĝccgdd

+t6 | gee |2 ĝff

⎤
⎥⎦, (6)

ĜI
bb = ĜC6

bb ∼ t6 | gdb |2| ĝf c |2| gae |2 ĝr
αα. (7)

Here the uncoupled Green’s functions of the isolated nonmag-
netic I barrier, gae, gdb, gee, gdd , and gbb, are real numbers.

By substituting Eqs. (3)–(7) into Eq. (2), the Keldysh
Green’s function at the right I/FM interface can be written
as

Ĝ<
α′b − Ĝ<

bα′ = ĜI + ĜSF1 + ĜSF2. (8)

Analogous to Eq. (9) in Ref. [27] for the conventional FM/I/FM
junction, ĜI is the Keldysh Green’s function for the electrons
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tunneling through entire FM/I/SF/I/FM junction,

ĜI ∼ t7 | gae |2| gdb |2 ×

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

ĝr
α′α′ ĝcf ĝ<

ααĝf c

+ĝ<
α′α′ ĝcf ĝa

ααĝf c

−ĝcf ĝ<
ααĝf cĝ

a
α′α′

−ĝcf ĝr
ααĝf cĝ

<
α′α′

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦. (9)

The additional two terms, ĜSF1 and ĜSF2, arise from the
spin-dependent multireflection at two SF/I interfaces due to
the electrons injected solely from right FM electrode,

ĜSF1 ∼ t3 | gdb |2

×

⎡
⎢⎣

ĝ<
α′α′ ĝcc − ĝccĝ

<
α′α′

+t2gdd

(
ĝ<

α′α′ | ĝcc |2 − | ĝcc |2 ĝ<
α′α′

)
+t4 | gdd |2 (

ĝ<
α′α′ | ĝcc |3 − | ĝcc |3 ĝ<

α′α′
)
⎤
⎥⎦

(10)

and

ĜSF2 ∼ t5 | gdb |2

×

⎡
⎢⎣

gee

(
ĝ<

α′α′ | ĝf c |2 − | ĝf c |2 ĝ<
α′α′

)
+2t2geegdd

(
ĝ<

α′α′ | ĝf c |2 ĝcc− | ĝf c |2 ĝccĝ
<
α′α′

)
+t2 | gee |2 (

ĝ<
α′α′ | ĝf c |2 ĝff − | ĝf c |2 ĝff ĝ<

α′α′
)
⎤
⎥⎦,

(11)

where ĝ<
αα(α′α′) = −2ifL(R)Im{ĝr

αα(α′α′)} and fL(R) is the Fermi-
Dirac distribution function of left (right) FM electrode.

Since ML and MSF are pinned along the z direction and
MR is rotated by an angle θ around the y axis with respect to
ML, the 2 × 2 retarded surface Green’s function matrices in
spin space for the isolated left and right FM electrodes can be
written as

ĝr
αα =

(
g

↑
L 0

0 g
↓
L

)
; ĝf c,cc,ff =

(
g

↑
f c,cc,ff 0

0 g
↓
f c,cc,ff

)

(12)

and

ĝr
α′α′ =

(
g

↑↑
α′α′ g

↑↓
α′α′

g
↓↑
α′α′ g

↓↓
α′α′

)
, (13)

where

g
↑↑
α′α′ = g

↑
Rcos2(θ/2) + g

↓
Rsin2(θ/2),

g
↓↓
α′α′ = g

↑
Rsin2(θ/2) + g

↓
Rcos2(θ/2),

g
↑↓(↓↑)
α′α′ = sinθ

(
g

↑
R − g

↓
R

)
/2. (14)

Here g
↑,↓
L(R) are complex numbers for the FM electrode, and

g
↑,↓
f c,cc,ff are real numbers for the SF barrier.

The net fieldlike, T⊥, component of spin torque on the
right FM electrode, which is along the M̂L × M̂R direction
as shown in Fig. 1, can be simply expressed by the spin
current density accumulation at right I/FM interface per unit
area, � [25],

T⊥ = Qyy. (15)

By substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (1), the three nonzero
Im{ĜI }, Im{ĜSF1}, and Im{ĜSF2} terms all contribute

to T⊥,

T⊥ = T I
⊥ + T SF1

⊥ + T SF2
⊥ . (16)

These three components in noncollinear magnetic configura-
tion can be expressed in the general forms of

T
I,SF1,SF2
⊥ (θ ) = sinθ

[
J

I,SF1,SF2
↑↑ + J

I,SF1,SF2
↓↓

−J
I,SF1,SF2
↑↓ − J

I,SF1,SF2
↓↑

]
,

(17)

where

J I
σσ ′ ≈ −t8

8π3

∫
dEdk‖ | gI |4

×
[

fR(E − eV )Re{gσ
L} | gσ

SF |2 Im{gσ ′
R }

+fL(E)Im{gσ
L} | gσ

SF |2 Re{gσ ′
R }

]
,

(18)

J SF1
σσ ′ ≈ −t4

8π3

∫
dEdk‖ | gI |2 fR(E − eV )Im{gσ ′

R }

×[gσ
cc + t2gdd | gσ

cc |2 +t4 | gdd |2| gσ
cc |3],

(19)

and

J SF2
σσ ′ ≈ −t6

8π3

∫
dEdk‖ | gI |2 fR(E − eV )Im{gσ ′

R }

× | gσ
SF |2 [gee + 2t2geegddg

σ
cc + t2 | gee |2 gσ

ff ].

(20)

Here we denote gI = gdb = gae for isolated nonmagnetic I
barrier and gσ

SF = gσ
f c for σ -spin state of isolated SF barrier.

The Jσσ ′ is the nonequilibrium interlayer exchange coupling
(NEIEC) between the σ -spin state of the left FM electrode and
the σ ′-spin state of the right FM electrode via the σ -spin state of
central SF barrier in the PC case. We can further replace J↑↑(↓↓)

and J↑↓(↓↑) by J↑(↓)(PC) and J↑(↓)(APC), respectively, since
in the APC case we simply exchange spin-↑ and spin-↓ energy
states of right FM electrode. Thus, Eq. (17) is consistent with
Eq. (5) of Ref. [24].

It is worthwhile to emphasize that T SF1
⊥ and T SF2

⊥ can be ei-
ther understood by the NEIEC’s between noncollinear MR(θ )
in right FM electrode and MSF in SF barrier, or explained by
the spin current accumulation from those incoming electrons
solely from right FM electrode encountering multireflection
processes at SF/I interfaces. T I

⊥ is similar to that in the
conventional I-based MTJs [30], simply resulting from the
NEIECs between noncollinear MR(θ ) and ML.

The net spin-transfer, T‖, component of spin torque on
the right FM electrode, which is along the M̂R × (M̂L × M̂R)
direction as shown in Fig. 1, is defined by

T‖ = −Qxycosθ + Qzysinθ. (21)

After we substitute Eq. (8) into Eq. (1), unlike T⊥, only the
contribution from Re{ĜI } exists while those from Re{ĜSF1}
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FIG. 3. The angular dependence of (a) T⊥ and (b) T‖ for SFMJ
with NIL = NSF = NSF = 3 and an external bias of 0.2 V. The solid
points are calculated by exact formalisms of Eqs. (15) and (21), and
the solid lines are the sine curve fitting.

and Re{ĜSF2} vanish. The noncollinear T‖(θ ) can be either
written as

T‖(θ ) = T I
‖ (θ )

≈ −t8sinθ

8π3

∫
[fR(E − eV ) − fL(E)]× | gI |4

× [Im{g↑
L} | g

↑
SF |2 −Im{g↓

L} | g
↓
SF |2]

× [ Im{g↑
R} + Im{g↓

R}]dEdk‖, (22)

or recast in the general form of

T‖(θ ) = −sinθ

2

[
I (s)
z (PC) + I (s)

z (APC)
]
. (23)

The spin current densities along the z direction, I (s)
z = h̄(I↑ −

I↓)/2e, at the right I/FM interface in PC and APC cases can
be obtained by substituting Eq. (8) into Qzy of Eq. (1),

I (s)
z (PC,APC) ≈ t8

4π3

∫
[fR(E − eV ) − fL(E)]× | gI |4

×
[

| g
↑
SF |2 Im{g↑

L}Im{g↑,↓
R }

− | g
↓
SF |2 Im{g↓

L}Im{g↓,↑
R }

]
dEdk‖.

(24)

In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), we present the sinusoidal angular
behaviors of both T⊥ and T‖ in noncollinear SFMJ with
NIL = NSF = NIR = 3 and an external bias of 0.2 V, which
agree with our derived general expressions in Eqs. (17) and
(23), respectively. In sharp contrast to the fact of T⊥ � T‖ in
conventional I-based MTJs [31], we predict the giant value of
T⊥, which is about five orders larger than that of T‖ in SFMTJ.
Such an intriguing finding may provide a promising solution
to efficiently reduce the writing current densities in MRAM
applications.

To further elucidate the underlying mechanism of SF-
assisted significant enhancement of T⊥, we investigate the
barrier thickness dependence of both spin torque components
in SFMTJ. Since T

SF1,SF2,I
⊥ (θ = π/2) and T‖(θ = π/2) of

SFMTJ all exhibit exponential decay with barrier thickness,
d = Na, where N = (NIL, NSF , NIR), we can recast them in

FIG. 4. Barrier thickness dependence of ln{T⊥(θ = π/2)} nor-
malized to its value for the two-layer thickness in SFMJs with
(a) (NIL,3,3), (b) (3,NSF ,3), and (c) (3,3,NIR) and of ln{T‖(θ = π/2)}
normalized to its value for the two-layer thickness in SFMJs with
(d) (NIL,3,3), (e) (3,NSF ,3), and (f) (3,3,NIR). An external bias of
0.2 V is applied. κIL,SF,IR denote the fitted decay rates within left-I,
SF, and right-I barriers, respectively.

the forms of⎡
⎢⎣

T SF1
⊥

T SF2
⊥
T I

⊥

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣

ASF1e−κIR
⊥ NIRa

ASF2e−κSF
⊥ NSF ae−κIR

⊥ NIRa

AI e−κIL
⊥ NILae−κSF

⊥ NSF ae−κIR
⊥ NIRa

⎤
⎥⎦ (25)

and

T‖ = BIe−κIL
‖ NILae−κSF

‖ NSF ae−κIR
‖ NIRa, (26)

where a is the cubic unit cell length in our tight-binding
model. AI and BI are related to the tunneling probability
through the whole junction, and ASF1,SF2 can be correlated
with the multireflection probability at SF/I interfaces. The
decay rates of T⊥ and T‖ within left-I, SF, and right-I barriers
can be simply estimated by the slops of linear regression to the
ln{T⊥,‖(N )/T⊥,‖(N = 2)} versus N = (NIL, NSF , NIR) plots
as shown in Fig. 4. Surprisingly, our results reveal an unusual
barrier thickness dependence of T⊥ with κIR

⊥ � κSF
⊥ ∼ κIL

⊥ .
Since T SF1

⊥ only depends on NIR but is nearly independent
of NSF and NIL, the strong (weak) decay of T⊥ with NIR

(NIL,SF ) reveals that T SF1
⊥ much outweighs T

SF2,I
⊥ and thus

dominates the giant value of T⊥. This can be understood
by the significant NEIEC’s between noncollinear MR(θ ) and
MSF via the spin-dependent multireflection processes at SF/I
interfaces. On the other hand, the large decay rates of T‖
within all three barriers in SFMTJs are similar to those in
conventional I-based MTJs, since T‖ = T I

‖ is only related to the
spin current through whole tunneling junction between PC and
APC cases.

In conclusion, analytic expressions are proposed to investi-
gate how the spin-selective SF barrier affects both components
of spin torque in the FM/I/SF/I/FM junction, by using the
single-band tight-binding model with the nonequilibrium
Keldysh formalism. Our newly derived general expressions
suggest the sinusoidal angular behaviors of both compo-
nents of spin torque even in the presence of a central SF
barrier. In consideration of multireflection processes at SF/I
interfaces, we predict an intriguing finding of T⊥ � T‖,
which is in sharp contrast to the small value of T⊥ in
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conventional MTJs with nonmagnetic I barrier. Due to the
unusual barrier thickness dependence of giant T⊥, the T SF1

⊥
dominates the SF-assisted giant value of T⊥ but gives no
contribution to T‖. Our theoretical works may serve as sim-
ple guiding rules for nonvolatile fieldlike spin-torque-based
MRAM (FLST-MRAM) by manipulating giant T⊥ with lower
current density.
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